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About This Game

In Learn to Fly 3, you have to build, customize and upgrade a spaceship to reach space in an arcadey environment. Each
playthrough earns you new parts to mess around with and assemble new exciting contraptions.

The game offers 4 different modes:

Story Mode, where you have to earn money, upgrade your ship and make it to space. Try to beat the time challenges or just
take it at your own pace.

Payload Mode, where you have to build a much stronger ship that is able to pull heavy payloads along with it and carry them all
the way into space. Light ships may be able to get to space in story mode, but it's going to take a lot more power to get those

payloads off the ground!

Classic Mode, reminiscent of the previous Learn to Fly games, where the goal is to fly as far as possible horizontally. It forces
you to use parts differently and think of new strategies to favour distance over altitude.

Finally, Sandbox Mode allows you to mess around with many game and physics constants. Infinite fuel, 100x gravity, over-
powered thrusters, a gazillion obstacles in the air... you're free to do whatever you want!

Key features

Build crazy spaceships from a combination of over 100 unique parts, each with their own distinct flavor and mechanics
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Halfway between realistic physics and a simpler arcade feel for an easy to learn yet deep experience

Pick from 24 stages, 18 launchers, 24 boosts and 23 bodies, and each can be upgraded multiple times

Research upgrades that affect all sorts of different aspects of the game and carry through play sessions

Over 80 in-game achievements, each with their unique rewards

Customizable HUD with all sorts of relevant information

Customizable character and ship color

Customizable music

Every playthrough unlocks new items and bonuses for you to work with

Penguins
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Title: Learn to Fly 3
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Light Bringer Games inc.
Publisher:
Light Bringer Games inc.
Release Date: 19 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows

Processor: 2 GHz processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated GPU

Storage: 50 MB available space

Additional Notes: Vector graphics-based, CPU intensive

English
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